w ed di ng g ui d e b ook

hello!
First and foremost, congratulations on your engagement and
thank you for considering Pattycake to be a part of your
wedding celebration!
This booklet contains our step-by-step wedding guide. It can be
a lot of information, so feel free to take it one step at a time.
We’re here to help!
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flavors
The list below includes all of our cake flavors and icing flavors, which you can mix
and match to create your perfect cake.
1) Classic Flavors- almond, caramel, chocolate, chocolate hazelnut**, chocolate
mint**, coconut, cream cheese**, hazelnut, lemon, mint, orange, spice, vanilla
2) Deluxe Flavors- apple butter, banana*, blackberry, black tea, blueberry,
cardamom rosewater, carrot*, chai, cherry, coffee, cookies ‘n cream** (whip only),
German Chocolate**, golden milk**, green tea, lavender, lemon poppyseed*, lime,
lime coconut, mango, maple, marble*, Mexican Chocolate**, mocha**, peach,
peanut butter, pineapple, pumpkin*, raspberry, strawberry, vanilla bean, whiskey**
* cake only
** icing only
In some cases, what we use to flavor the icing can affect the color and/or texture of
the icing. If you prefer a cake that’s iced with white frosting, please refer to the
bolded flavors above.
You can also have your cake torted to incorporate extra flavors or fruit preserves
for an additional fee. A torted cake involves cutting each layer in half thus creating
thinner cake layers, and allowing for three layers of icing or filling inside as opposed
to one.

standard

torted
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o rdering a tastin g
The best way to pick your perfect flavor combination is to order a “take home
cupcake tasting” for $25. To schedule your tasting, please fill out the Wedding
Tasting Order Form, that you will receive via email, at least one week prior to the
desired pick-up date. You will select up to five cake/icing flavor combinations. If
you are interested in setting up a gluten-free tasting, please let us know so we can
send you the Gluten-Free Wedding Tasting Order Form. We provide four
cake/icing flavor combinations for gluten-free tastings.
Most of our icing flavors can be made in either buttercream or whipped icing, and
we suggest that you try both types of icings during your tasting. Buttercream is
dense and rich but can crack upon hardening and whipped is lighter and has a
smoother finish.
Once your Wedding Tasting Order Form has been submitted, we will respond with
a confirmation email to let you know the tasting has been added to our calendar!
Card payment can be accepted via phone after you have received an order
confirmation email.

reserving the dat e
After your tasting, let us know what you think! If you decide to go with Pattycake for
your wedding, we require a $50 deposit to reserve the date.
The wedding deposit can be paid when you’re ready to reserve your date to
guarantee availability. We book a limited amount of wedding orders for each date;
the $50 deposit is non-refundable and guarantees your date.
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cu s tomize

cupcakes

Here comes the fun part: customizing a wedding order to fit your needs! The next
few pages go into detail about our wedding cake and cupcake options with
generalized pricing.
Our cupcakes range between $22 - $55/dozen + any decorating fees. Cupcakes
are offered in three sizes and all flavors. The baby size cupcakes can be ordered in
a minimum quanitity of 2 dozen per flavor combination while the party and Texas
sizes can both be ordered in a minimum of 1 dozen per flavor combination.

baby size
a literal bite

$22 - $34 per dozen
2 dozen minimum

party size

Texas size

$35 - $50 per dozen
1 dozen minimum

$50 - $55 per dozen
1 dozen minimum

a conventional cupcake

it’s huge
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cus tomize

standard cake
This option includes all cakes that are not tiered. The pricing below does not
include decoration. Servings listed are smaller wedding-sized pieces. Please inquire if
you are interested in serving estimates for larger, party-sized pieces.

round cakes

4"
serves 2
$20 - $30

9"
serves 20
$60 - $80

8"

6"
serves 10
$35 - $50

serves 16
$45 - $65

10"

12"

serves 30
$70 - $90

sheet cakes
quarter sheet
serves 10 - 20
$50 - $70

serves 50
$100 - $145

half sheet
serves 40 - 50
$80 - $120

full sheet
serves 80 - 100
$160 - $220
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customizE

tiered cake
Tiered cakes consist of cakes stacked one upon another with dowels or straws
and cardboard bases inserted for support. As they present a unique engineering
challenge, their price reflects the work; they range from $5.00 - $6.75 per serving.
Prices vary depending on specific flavor selections. Delivery and on site assembly
are typically required.
6"

6"

8"

6"

8"

9"

10"

serves 12
$70 - $98

serves 26
$130 - $176

serves 30
$150 - $203

serves 46
$230 - $311

4"

6"

6"
4"
6"
8"
serves 28
$150 - $206
4"

8"

9"

10"

12"

* serves 56
$280 - $379

* serves 76
$400 - $541

6"
8"

6"
8"

10"

10"

12"

* serves 58
$300 - $409

* these cake sizes
require delivery

* serves 106
$530 - $717
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decorat ion
Cost of decoration is based on an estimate of materials plus the time it takes to pipe
by hand. We can also place edible flowers, herbs or fresh fruit that you provide, but
do not offer fondant at this time.
Please provide us with any photos or inspiration to ensure we create the decorations
you desire! Once you have drafted your wedding order, you can send it to us via
email so we can start your contract!
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p i ck u p or deliver y
Our delivery fee is $75 within the 270 loop with an additional $2 added for every
mile outside of 270. Example: ($2 x miles from the bakery to the venue) + $75 =
delivery fee outside of 270
At this time, due to Covid-19, we are doing contactless delivery only and we ask
that you make arrangements so that somebody is available to take responsibility
for the treat set-up at the venue. This could be a friend, family member, caterer,
venue staff member, etc. Please have this information ready when you finalize
your order.
Pick up may be done by yourself, friends, or family to waive the cost of delivery.

o r der FINALIZAT ION
The finalization of your order is required at least two weeks before the date of
your wedding along with complete payment. Card payment can be made via
phone during a scheduled call. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to
email us at weddings@pattycakebakery.com or call the bakery at 614.784.2253.
Thank you once again for considering us for your special day!

k
n
t hyao u !
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